The Characters to be changed glyph

2B1CD (source: V04-5172) should be 肺 肺 rather than 肺 肺.

2A77D (source: V04-414D) should be 肺 肺 rather than 肺 肺.
2A825 (source: V04-4272) should be 肺 肺 rather than 肺 肺.
2A88B (source: TE-4633) should be 肺 肺 rather than 肺 肺.
2AB23 (source: V04-4839) should be 肺 肺 rather than 肺 肺.
2ABB1 (source: V04-4946) should be 肺 肺 rather than 肺 肺.

2ABF6 (source: V04-497B) should be 肺 肺 rather than 肺 肺.
2AC09 (source: V04-4A25) should be 肺 肺 rather than 肺 肺.
2AF72 (source: V04-4E31) should be 肺 肺 rather than 肺 肺.
2B000 (source: V04-4F4B) should be 肺 肺 rather than 肺 肺.
2B028 (source: V04-4F58) should be 肺 肺 rather than 肺 肺.
2B04B (source: TD-4223) should be 肺 肺 rather than 肺 肺.
2B0CE (source: V04-5035) should be 肺 肺 rather than 肺 肺.
2B187 (source: V04-5142) should be 肺 肺 rather than 肺 肺.
2B38F (source: V04-544F) should be 肺 肺 rather than 肺 肺.